
Web Development Group 7/8/08 
Present: Boyd, Dixon, Juhl, Lennertz Jetton, Morgan, Nutt, Walker 
Guest: Ricky Carney 
 
Action items in yellow.  
1. Minutes from 6/10/08 meeting 

approved  
 

2. Annual Statistics 
Juhl distributed preliminary web site statistics for 07/08.  Traffic as down slightly, for the most part 
due to better filtering of spider and crawler traffic as well as the changeover in lab management so 
that the lab computers open on the main UA hope page, rather than on the library site.  In addition, 
Boyd observed that there is no longer a prominent link to the Libraries from the main UA site.   
 
Juhl also demoed the Google Analytics tool, which provides different and more detailed demographic 
and traffic data than our basic log analyzer.  The site overlay tool will be very useful in determining 
most-visited links on the main home page.   
 
Lennertz Jetton reported that she has compiled data on the Learning Collaborative videos; they have 
received more than 5043 hits, with the Find it! video being the most visited.   
 

3. Special Collections Redesign 
Juhl distributed the (incorrect) organizational chart for Nutt's proposed site redesign. The group made 
suggestions on renaming and combining some categories.  For the most part, the group favored the 
model of a newsy/featured collections section for the main content with categories and navigation in 
drop-down menus.  Members present felt that the manuscripts / finding aids navigation and 
organization are most in need of improvement.   
 
Juhl asked about design ideas; Nutt would like to use Arkansas elements – flag, diamond, etc. – as 
well as colors in the design.  Boyd volunteered to have her student assistance work on some 
preliminary designs.   
 
Juhl discussed the issues with upgrading the current finding aid pages and maintaining their catalog 
records on OCLC.  Nutt suggested that perhaps student assistants could help update records, if 
Cataloging needs help.  
 
Nutt will try to schedule a meeting with Special Collections staff on July 23rd to discuss their ideas on 
improving the site.   
 

4. GIS Page 
Dixin reported on an demoed the new GIS pages, which a ready to be released soon.  Ricky Carney, 
the GIS graduate assistant, has worked on updating the tutorials and reviewing the many links.  The 
group agreed that the page was ready to go as soon as a final few updates are in place.  
 

5. FAL Page 
Juhl reported that she and Morgan are waiting for final approval from Margaret Boylan on this site.  
The group commented on various page features; Morgan suggested that some height and bullets 
could be added to the list items on the main page.  (Done) 
 

6. Research Wizard 
Lennertz Jetton reported that the Learning Collaborative had taken a first look at this draft and had 
offered a few preliminary suggestions for version 2,0, including the ability to link to a custom view of 
specific subject areas.  Dixon suggested that we might include more detailed info on RefWorks in the 
next version, also.   
 

7. Building Surveys 
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Juhl reported on this quick survey, which Morgan constructed for the architects and that will be 
administered to honors and other students.  
 

8. CUARL K-12 Portal 
http://libinfo.uark.edu/cuarl/k12portal/ 
Juhl reported that this site is now live; Boyd sent a press release to the Daily Headlines.  Lennertz 
Jetton commented on the WebSnapr page images.  These might be tried on some other text-heavy 
pages, such as eresources.   
 

9. Committees Pages 
Juhl demonstrated a project that Morgan and Perez have been working on to automate various 
committee pages.  The goal is to provide committee chairs with greater autonomy in maintaining 
their minutes and documents on StaffWeb. And example is at: 
 
http://libinfo.uark.edu/committees/committeedetails.asp?committeeid=28 
 
Morgan did the programming and Perez populated the documents metadata.  Web Services will be 
contacting committee chairs soon for more testing.  
 

Next meeting: Tuesday, July 22nd at 11am in room 472B.   
 

Respectfully submitted,  
B. Juhl  
8 oz.   
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